OLD TIME BANJO

by CARL BARON

I've played Cumberland Gap with many different fiddlers over the years. The first part has generally been the same, but the second part has many variations. The first version, which is set in two different tunings, is one I learned from fiddlers in the Philadelphia area. Where it came from, I don't know, but it's been rather popular among old time musicians recently. The upper setting is in a tuning, known by some as "Cumberland Gap Tuning," which Kyle Creed used and which is an E tuning (when capoed at the second fret). The lower setting is in G (F tuning capoed at the second fret).

The second version is as Kyle Creed played it ("Liberty" - Mountain #304). The B part begins with a roll. That is, the index finger plays both the second and first strings in succession (fourth beat of the second ending of the A part). The thumb then plays the fifth string twice.

Other versions of Cumberland Gap can be found on the following records:

Franklin George, "Traditional Music For Banjo, Fiddle And Bagpipes" (Kanawha #307);
Skillet Lickers, "The Kickapoo Medicine Show" (Rounder #1023); and Wade Ward, "The Music Of Roscoe Holcomb And Wade Ward" (Folkways # FA2363).
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